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Sharing some insights

• Adapting to the new landscape
  o What evidence we use to inform our decisions
  o What else is need to inform our decisions
  o Seizing the benefits of research

• Innovation and the evidence
  o Fertile ground for innovation – focus on a problem, resource challenges, and room to test
  o Using evidence to minimize risks
  o Scientific method

• Focus on the problem – consumers and other views
User-centered research

• What we can prepare for
  o Anticipate some basic problems, and identify options to address them
  o Evaluate
  o Take stock of what is know about potential solutions
  o Look at the whole scope of the issue: discovery – delivery – implementation – evaluation
    • E.g. in what scenarios will aid workers need to bring their own food
    • What legal adaptations are needed.
    • Are these experiences and lessons being shared
    • Take stock, protect the achievements and identify the gaps
Final thoughts

• Emergency response will not wait, yet we can prepare
  • Capturing the questions
  • Focus on the problem, not on the products (KMC)
  • Health Technology Assessment done in advance
  • Integrate scientific method to always learn
  • Consumers and contributors mingling to identify the problems and solutions
  • TAKE STOCK AND IDENTIFY GAPS – New landscape
  • Every other health issue remains during and after an emergency, but the circumstances changed.

• A note on EvidenceAid’s development and this pragmatic course
Different setting, problems and solutions